TOP 10 REASONS
TO CONSUME GREENWOOD HEALTH PRODUCTS

1. Natural health practitioners have been using Greenwood Health products for over
17 years. This proven track record provides ample credibility that the products work.
Many people have been loyal customers for more than a decade.
2. The products offer natural solutions for common health concerns.
3. The nutritional formulas are unique. These are not “me-too” products and they
are not available anywhere else.
4. Affordable prices (Buy two products and get a third product free). Trial sizes are
also available. Bulk prices offer spectacular savings.
5. The products are safe. There are no side effects - only side benefits.
6. Quality ingredients (potent extracts) in therapeutic amounts (no fairy dusting).
The owner will not compromise quality for profit, unlike a lot of other companies.
7. The products contain only natural fillers and excipients.
8. An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure. The products are not designed
to treat symptoms. They are designed to provide necessary nutrition to allow the
body to maintain balance.
9. The products are synergistic and can be combined for additional benefits.
10. 100% Money Back Guarantee - NO RISK.
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TOP 10 REASONS
TO PROMOTE GREENWOOD HEALTH PRODUCTS
1. Free to join.
2. Free marketing tools (website, weekly live conference calls, etc.)
3. Free to earn. No purchase requirements to earn 20% first level commissions.
Those with little or no disposable cash can still earn commissions with no
investment. Monthly requirements can be met by any combination of retail sales
or personal purchases.
4. One of the best compensation plans from the perspective of the “little guy”.
5. 20% first level, 40% second level, 15% third level, 10% fourth level and 5% on
levels levels 5, 6 and 7, PLUS a 5% infinity bonus and up to 6% bonus pools.
6. Members can earn a good income right at the beginning as well as the long term
Retail commissions and gold bonuses compress the first two levels for an unheard of
60% payout.
7. Affordable pricing and even more affordable trial packets (which are
commissionable). Bulk pricing seamlessly integrates wholesale customers into the
compensation plan.
8. Leaders (Diamond rank) can earn infinity bonuses with just 3 directly sponsored
people and 10,000BV. Potential for 6% revenue sharing (not just profit sharing REVENUE sharing).
9. The owners have years of experience in networking, so they listen and care about
their Members and provide excellent customer service.
10. Upline leaders are very helpful and supportive, so Members get a feeling of being
involved as part of a family business.
Everyone can be proud to share this free business opportunity that offers quality
products with effective ingredients to maintain and improve their health (with a 30
day money back guarantee) and an honest, fair and risk-free opportunity to increase
their wealth.
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